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Exporter’s Questionnaire 

(For Anti-subsidy & Countervailing Duty investigations) 

This Directorate has considered the need to streamline Exporter’s Questionnaire to elicit 

information required in Anti-subsidy & Countervailing Duty investigations. This publication 

contains the format and guidelines for the questionnaire seeking information from exporters of 

the product under investigation. 

The exporters are requested to furnish complete and correct information as called for in each part 

of the format within the time limits prescribed by the Designated Authority. 

The officers of the Directorate will be available for any clarification required in completing the 

questionnaire. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

1. The Sections 9, 9B and 9C of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (as amended from time 

to time) and the Customs Tariff (Identification, Assessment and Collection of 

Countervailing Duty on Subsidized Articles and for Determination of Injury) Rules, 

1995(as amended from time to time and hereinafter referred to as Anti Subsidy 

Rules/CVD Rules) framed thereunder form the legal basis for anti-subsidy 

investigations and for the levy of countervailing duties. These laws are based on the 

Agreement on Anti Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (“ASCM”) which is 

in pursuance of Article VI & XVI of GATT, 1994. 

2. Once a prima facie case of subsidy, injury and causal link has been established, the 

Designated Authority initiates investigation after holding pre- initiation consultation 

pursuant to Article 13 of the ASCM with the Government of exporting country. The 

case is investigated before recording preliminary and/ or final findings. The 

investigation process includes eliciting of information on various parameters through a 

questionnaire from known interested parties, notably exporters/producers, Government 

of the exporting country, importers and the applicants, and verification thereof, if 

deemed necessary.  

 

3. This questionnaire  is designed  to assist  enterprise  in providing  the  necessary 

information  to  investigate  the  extent,  if any,  to  which  the  imports  of the  

product  under investigation originating from your country are being subsidized and 

causing or threatening to cause material injury to the domestic industry producing 

like article in India. 

 

4. It is in your best interest to reply to the questionnaire as accurately and completely as 

possible. It is important that you provide supporting evidence such as copies of 

applicable laws, regulations, etc, for any claims made in response to the 

questionnaire. In the absence of a  response,  a  decision  can  be  based  on  the  best  

information  available.  Therefore,  it  is considered necessary that your enterprise be 

given the opportunity to respond so that a fair investigation can be conducted. 

 

5. The questionnaire is not of a “fill in type” and provides for submission of answers 

to the  questions.  The  information  provided  should  be  strictly  as  per  the  

questionnaire  and preferably in the same order as in the questionnaire and be affixed 

by the declaration provided. Where  statistical  or  accounting  data  is  required,  

Appendices   have  been  provided  for presentation of data. 

 

6. In case you are not a producer of the product involved in this investigation, you 

may provide information in response to this questionnaire to the extent it relates to 

you and communicate the name(s) and address (es) of the actual producer(s). 

Simultaneously, you are requested  to  advise  the  concerned  producer(s)  to  

furnish  information  required  by  the Designated Authority within the time limit 

specified. You are also required to furnish copies of the terms and conditions and 
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related correspondence exchanged with the producer(s) for procurement of the 

product for export to India, to third countries and for domestic sales. You are further 

required to indicate total quantum, value and unit price of the procurement of the 

product from each of the producers along with expenses incurred by you after 

procurement and upto shipment in different markets. In case you have processed the 

product after procurement but before shipment to any of the markets, details thereof 

along with the expenditure incurred may be annexed. 

 

7. In case the prices of raw materials, labour (wages), utilities etc. are not determined by 

market forces in your country, then the methodology  applied  for determination  of 

prices, system of costing used and mechanism of direct and indirect subsidy may please 

be explained. 

 

8.  An  interested  party  supplying  information  must  ensure  that  all  the  information 

supplied is clearly marked either as “Confidential” or “Non Confidential” at the top of 

each page. Information supplied without any mark shall be treated as non-confidential 

and the Designated Authority shall be at liberty to allow the other interested parties to 

inspect any such non-confidential information. This may be noted for all 

communications that may be addressed by you during the course of the present 

investigation. 

 

9. Confidential information must be accompanied by a non-confidential version or non- 

confidential summary of the information for which confidential treatment is requested, 

or, if it is claimed that the information is not susceptible to such a summary, a 

statement of the reasons why such a summary is not possible. A non-confidential 

version should reproduce the original but have information considered to be 

confidential either omitted or indexed/summarised. 

 

10. The Designated Authority may disregard any information for which the enterprise 

submitting   it fails to provide   a satisfactory   non-confidential   version or summary or 

satisfactory reasons why such summary cannot be provided. 

 

11. A copy of all non-confidential submissions shall be placed in a public file, open for 

inspection   by an interested party,   on request, participating   in the  investigation.   

The Designated Authority is required to ensure that all interested parties to an 

investigation are given reasonable opportunity to have access to all non-confidential 

information relevant to the presentation of their case and that is used by the Designated 

Authority. 

 

12. An  interested  party  supplying  the  information  must  ensure  that  the  information 

supplied should clearly bear /marked name of the enterprise at the top of each page. 

 

13. The confidential and non-confidential version, so supplied should invariably be 

documented/indexed. 
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14. Please complete the certificate at Format-A. You may use Format- B in case you are 

authorising   some person/firm/company   to represent   your interests   in the enquiry 

for submission along with the replies to the questionnaire. 

 

15. Please ensure submission of all information as required by the Designated Authority 

within time limits specified. In case the information filed is found incomplete or not 

adhering to the prescribed format, the same can be rejected by the Designated 

Authority. Where the Designated  Authority  decides  to  disregard  a  reply  to  a  

questionnaire,  it  will  establish Preliminary and/or Final Findings on the basis of best 

available information including the information provided by the petitioner. 

 

16. Please provide two copies of confidential and five copies of non-confidential versions 

of the responses/submissions made during the course of anti-subsidy investigation.  

Also provide all write-ups / explanations etc., preferably in MS Word file and all 

formats/annexure in MS Excel format, in two virus cleaned CD’s as well as hard copies 

(at the time of initial response as well during subsequent response / written submissions 

following hearing / rejoinders). 

 

17. Electronic copy of the response should conform to the followings 

 

a. The excel files should not be prepared on “paste special” basis and should show 

all formulae and linkages. 

 

b. All data/numbers must be in numerical format and all dates in date format. 

Dates must be in the format “date/month/year” format. 

 

In case you are not able to meet any of the requirements specified above, you are 

advised to contact this Directorate. Exporter’s response not accompanied by electronic 

copy or deficient is liable to be rejected. 
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SECTION-I 

A. General  

 

1. Please enclose the following General information as Annexure. 

 

(a) Describe the legal form of your enterprise and state the legal statute of your 

country under which it has been established/registered/incorporated. 

 

(b) In case there have been any change in the structure of your enterprise, please 

elaborate every change in the last three years including period of investigation. 

 

(c) Describe your enterprise’s organization clearly showing the date(s) of 

formation, reorganization, and a history of your enterprise’s ownership. 

 

(d) Describe the ownership structure of your enterprise by way of a chart.  The 

chart should clearly indicate the percentage share of ownership of each parent 

/ subsidiary. Separate charts may be provided for each period in which a change 

of ownership occurred. 

 

2. List the owner/principal shareholder of your enterprise.  State whether any of them 

are related to any other enterprise engaged in production and sale of the subject goods, 

either in your country or any other country including India. 

 

3. List complete address of your main corporate office and your office in India, if any. 

 

4. Provide their telephone, fax numbers and E-mail address. State name, address, telephone, 

fax numbers and E-mail address of the principal contact person (or representative/legal 

representative in India or elsewhere for the purpose of anti- subsidy proceedings). 

 

5. List the factories involved in production of the product involved as also other products 

being produced by the enterprise with complete address, telephone and fax numbers and 

E-mail address. 

 

6. If you do not consider the product produced by your enterprise to be ‘like article’, please 

describe the products produced by your enterprise using diagrams and/ or flow charts. 

Please describe the process by which your enterprise produces the subject goods. 

 

7. Enlist  the incentives  given on export sales by your  Government  in any form  such as 

income tax concessions/exemptions,  reimbursement/exemption  of taxes on inputs, 

subsidised supplies of raw materials, utilities like power, water etc., import entitlement on 

goods otherwise restricted for import. 
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8. Please describe in detail the nature of the relationship between your enterprise and 

those affiliated   enterprises.   Specify  the  position  in  which  you  are  associated   

with  the enterprises. Please also specify as to how officers of one enterprise are 

directly involved in  overseeing   the  operations   of  another  enterprise.   Specify  

whether   an  affiliated enterprise supplies inputs into your enterprise’s production 

process. 

 

9. Specify in detail  any financial or contractual  links and  joint  ventures  with any 

other enterprise concerning research and development, production,  sales, licensing, 

technical and patent agreements for the product concerned. 

 

10. Provide  the  ITC  (HS)  subheading  and  your  country’s  tariff  schedule  numbers  

under which you export the subject goods. 

 

11. What  is the  average  useful  life  of  renewable  physical  assets  (AUL)  for  the  

industry concerned? 

  

12. Provide information on installed/rated capacity, production, stocks and sales as set out 

in the format at Format-C. Please provide the calculations of installed/rated  capacity. 

The total sale value in a particular year should reconcile with the annual published 

accounts of the company. In case the same does not reconcile, please explain the 

deviation. 

 

B. Sales 

 

1. Give full description including specifications of the product involved in the 

investigation exported to India and sold in the home market. Please provide 

explanations to the product coding  system  being  used  by  the  enterprise,  if  any,  

and  used  in  this  questionnaire response. 

 

2. Provide a complete set of catalogues and brochures issued by your enterprise (in English 

or accompanied by English translations) covering all types of the product concerned sold 

in the domestic and export market. 

 

3. Provide channel of distribution (wholesaler, distributor, retailer, end-user, etc.) for sales 

in the home market and exports to India. Provide a flow chart or flow diagram. 
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4. Please provide details of sales of all types of products manufactured by the enterprise 

over the past 5 years. This information must be given separately for domestic sales and 

export sales as per Format D. 

 

5. Provide sales negotiation process and how you sell the goods in your home market and 

exports to India. 
 

6. Provide one complete set of documents generated/received in case of sales in the home 

market and exports to India. 

 

7. Provide copies of all price lists for sales in the home market and exports to India. 

 

8. Please provide full information relating to sales of your enterprise in case of exports to 

India in accordance with the formats set out in Format-E. If the actual value recorded in 

your accounting records is booked on a basis other than ex-factory, please describe any 

adjustments that were made to derive the ex-factory value. Please advise all additions 

required to determine CIF export price. 

 

9. Explain how the goods sold in your home market and goods exported to India can 

be compared, in case you consider that the two are not identical. Explain all 

differences in the two products. 
 

10. Where the goods sold or produced in your domestic market or sold to countries other 

than India are different in physical/ technical/ chemical characteristics from those 

exported to India; provide details and the evidence thereof, particularly of the nature of 

any differences and their effect on production costs. 

 
11. Are the prices charged for like goods sold in domestic and export markets subject to 

direct or indirect reimbursement (e.g. sales promotion, advertising, warranty, etc.), 

compensation or other benefits? 
 

12. Provide details and evidence of your trading arrangements with purchasers in respect of 

the goods affecting unit purchase price. Considerations should include:- 

 

 agreements/contracts/price lists; 

 ordering and invoicing; 

 discounts, commissions and rebates in force or prospective; 

 terms of payment; 

 another parameter, and if so, specify details thereof 
 

13. Total Sales: Please provide the following: 
 

The quantity and f.o.b. value of total sales (both subject and non-subject merchandise) to 
all markets (domestic and foreign). Please report the sales value on an f.o.b. (port) basis 
with respect to export sales and/or on an f.o.b. (factory) basis for domestic sales. Provide 
a worksheet reconciling the total reported sales value to your financial statements. 
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14. Sales of Subject Merchandise: 

 
The quantity and f.o.b. value of the subject merchandise sold to all markets (domestic and 
foreign). Please report the sales value on an f.o.b. (port) basis with respect to export sales 
and/or on an f.o.b. (factory) basis for domestic sales. 

 
15. Total Exports 

 

The total quantity and f.o.b. (port) value of export sales (both subject and non- subject 

merchandise) to all markets. 
 

16. Total Exports to India 

 

The total quantity and f.o.b. (port) value of export sales (both subject and non-subject 

merchandise) to India. 

 

17. Exports of Subject Merchandise 

 

The total quantity and f.o.b. (port) value of the subject merchandise exported to all 

markets (including India). 

 

18. Exports to the India of Subject Merchandise 

 

The total quantity and f.o.b. (port) value of the subject merchandise exported to  India. 

 

19. Regarding 1 – 6 above: Please explain how the sales of subject merchandise are 

recorded in your company’s financial records. Are your company’s sales consolidated 

with those of other companies in the financial report of a parent, holding company, or 

group of companies? If so, please explain how, and provide copies of the consolidated 

financial statements. 

 

C. Raw Materials Consumed 

 

20. Please provide the following information in respect of each raw material consumed in 

the production of the exported product: 

 

a) Name of the raw material 

b) Volume of the raw material consumed annually during the past 5 years 

c) Value of the raw material consumed annually during the past 5 years 

d) Volume and value of the raw material consumed for producing one unit of 

the exported product during the past 5 years 
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e) Volume and value of the raw material purchased from domestic sources 

annually during the past 5 years 

f) Volume and value of the raw material imported annually during the past 5 years 

g) Indicate the specific accounting records that contain the above details 

h) Does a system of independent verification of raw material consumption exist? 

If yes, explain the system in detail. 

 

D. Investments 

 

21. Please provide as per the following table the amounts invested in production of the 

product concerned:  

 

 Amount of 

investment  

Date of 

investment  

Source of 

finance for 

investment  

Average 

useful life 

of the 

asset  

Depreciation 

method & 

Rate  

Buildings       

Plant 

&Machinery for 

manufacturing 

(separately for 

each 

investment) 

     

Other (specify)      

Total       

 

 

22. Please state whether the finances for the above investment are provided under any 

program? If yes, please provide the following information: 

 

a. Name of the program 

b. Whether it involves the direct transfer of funds (e.g. grants, loans, and equity 

infusion) by your Government, 

c. Whether Government has itself provided the assets at less than adequate 

remuneration;  

d. Whether the Government has made payments to a funding mechanism, or 

have entrusted or directed a private body to carry out one or more of the type 

of functions listed out in (b) and (c) above. 
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e. Please provide the information about the program in the relevant annexure. 

f. List all suppliers (domestic and foreign) from which you purchased the assets. 

Specify whether any of these suppliers are owned or controlled by the 

Government. 

g. Explain how the price of the good and/or service is determined between your 

enterprise and each of your suppliers. 

h. Please provide the total amount of the purchase, the date of payment, the asset 

purchased, the delivery terms, and the price per unit. Segregate the list 

according to the supplier. 

i. Are there trade publications or any published information which specify the 

prices of the assets within your country and on the world market? Provide a 

relevant extracts of these publications. 

 

E. Accounting system and policies 

 

23. What is your normal corporate financial accounting period? 

 

24. Attach an English version of the audited accounts including balance sheet, profit and 

loss accounts and all reports, notes, footnotes and auditor's opinion to these documents 

for the last three most recent financial years including the financial year covering the 

period of investigation for your enterprise as well as for those enterprises related to you 

who are involved in the marketing or sales of the product concerned. 

 

25. State the place with complete address, telephone, fax no. Email address, name & 

designation of concerned person where you maintain the accounting records of the 

enterprise. 

 

26. Describe in detail your financial accounting system and state whether your accounting 

practices are in accordance with the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 

("GAAP") of your country. Please advise, for each of the program under investigation, 

where the benefit under that program can be found in your books of accounts. 

 

27.  In the event that any of the accounting methods used by your enterprise have changed 

over the last three financial years, please explain in detail.  
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SECTION –II 

 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 

 

A brief explanation of each of these programs, as alleged by the petitioner is mentioned in the 

notice of initiation and the petition filed before Designated authority. Please provide separate 

information for each of the following program. If a program has been withdrawn before the 

current investigation period or before the average useful life of the assets as applicable please 

state so and provide a detailed explanation of the program and a detailed description of the 

records kept on that program. If a program has been withdrawn during or after the current 

investigation period, you must still respond to the question. 

 

1. For each program, if your enterprise did not apply for, use or benefit from that 

program during the POI, you must clearly state so. Otherwise, please answer the 

questions listed. To determine the information which must be reported under each 

program, please see the instructions for each program in this section of the 

questionnaire and in the referenced appendices. 

 

2. For each program, even if some of them are not listed by the applicant, you should 

respond fully to the questions, even if you or your Government believes that the 

program is not countervailable. 

 

3. If any assistance under the progam(s) was received by enterprises which have since 

been merged with or purchased by your enterprise, you are responsible for answering 

the questions with respect to such assistance to the merged or purchased enterprise. 

 

4. In the absence of a complete response, a decision will be based on facts available. 

  

5. For each program, please reply to all the questions in Standard Question Annexure 

and all other appendices given in this questionnaire, as applicable, to the respective 

program. 

 

6. The Designated Authority is also required to investigate any programs discovered 

during the course of this investigation which may confer countervailable subsidies on 

the manufacture, production or exportation of the subject goods. You are therefore 

required to identify each program, whether or not you have availed any benefit under 

the program. 

 

7. The questions need to be answered even if your Government entrusts or directs a 

private body to carry out one or more of the programs. 

 

8. If any government assistance, as enumerated below, was received by your enterprise 

or any enterprise which have since been merged with or purchased by your enterprise, 
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you are responsible for answering the questions with respect to such assistance to the 

merged or purchased enterprise. 

 

List of Schemes covered in this investigation 

 

1. Program 1: Famous Brands Program– Administered by the National, Provincial and 

Local GOC. To avail said benefit, the applicant has to substantiate its claim with 

information concerning their export ratio with the extent to which their product quality 

meets international standards. Revenue Conferred.  

 

2. Program 2: Special Fund for Energy-Saving Technology Reform- Administered by 

Ministry of Finance and National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC). 

Scheme provides that subsidy funds shall be arranged to support enterprises who are 

manufacturing high-efficiency and energy-consuming products in China. Producers are 

companies which are manufacturing high-efficiency and energy-consuming products in 

China are eligible for the said benefit. Revenue conferred. 

 

3. Program 3: The Clean Production Technology Fund- Administered by Ministry of 

Environmental Protection of the China PR. Scheme provides funds for the purpose of to 

decrease pollution through incentives including monetary rewards presented to 

producers and manufacturers that pass an environmental inspection. Enterprise specific 

as discretion lies on the government to confer benefit. Revenue conferred. 

 

4. Program 4 : The State Key Technology Renovation Projects Fund - Administered by 

MOFCOM and Local Provincial Government. Applicant enterprises can cover up cost of 

interest payments on loans funding on renovation projects for 2 years and interest on loan 

payments for 3 years in various zones in China. Eligibility for the said program is being a 

Large-sized state-owned and state-holding enterprise with capable leadership, sound 

administration and high credit ranking among the 512 key enterprises, 120 pilot enterprise 

groups and the leading enterprises in industries’. Revenue Conferred. 

 

5. Program 5 : Fixed Asset Investment Subsidies – Administrative authority is Hefei 

Government. It is an subsidy that is provided under the report of “The Hefei Municipal 

Economy and Information Commission”. For export promotion. Revenue conferred. 

 

6. Program 6 : Venture Investment Fund of Hi-Tech Industry-Administering by 

MOFCOM & Ministry of Science & Technology, NDRC and National, 

Provincial/Municipal Authorities in GOC Enterprises with ‘high-tech programs’ located 

in the High-Tech Zone or the High- Tech Park (Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Chongqing. 

(Northern Districts of China) District are eligible. Revenue Conferred 
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7. Program 7: Grants for Encouraging the Establishment of Headquarters and 

Regional Headquarters with Foreign Investment- Administered by MOFCOM and 

local authorities. Main object of the program is to attract FIEs in order to reduce the 

investment cost of importing technologies or equipments. Revenue Conferred. 

 

8. Program 8 : Innovative Small and Medium Enterprise Grants- Administered by 

GOC, Ministry of Science and Technology at National, Provincial and Ningbo Zhenhai 

Development and Reform Bureau. Provided grants mainly o start-up capital, subsidies 

for new product development for SMEs. Provided grants mainly o start-up capital, 

subsidies for new product development for SMEs.The appropriation amount to each 

project will generally not exceed RMB 1 million with a maximum of RMB 2 million for 

key projects. Revenue Conferred. 

 

9. Program 9: Reimbursement of Anti-dumping and/or Countervailing Legal 

Expenses by the Local Governments- Administered by MOFCOM, MOF and 

provincial authorities of China. The said scheme is restricted to certain enterprises that 

are subject to foreign anti-dumping proceedings, and 40% of legal fees of company’s 

participation in antidumping proceedings were refunded by local financial authorities. 

Revenue Conferred. 

 

10. Program 10  : Superstar Enterprise Grant - Administered by GOC, Local & 

Municipal GOC PR. This program is limited to certain enterprises that exceed the sales 

value during the year. Revenue Conferred 

 

11. Program 11 : Export Assistance Grant- Administered by Ministry of Finance, 

Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Department, Local Authorities. Grants such as 

holding or participating in overseas exhibitions, accreditation fees for quality 

management system, environment management system or for the product, promotion in 

the international market, exploring a new market, holding training seminars and 

symposiums, and overseas bidding are provided to SMEs. Small-and medium-sized 

producers/enterprises are eligible for the said funds. Manufactures/producers that are 

small and medium –sized are eligible for the said benefit. Revenue Conferred 

 

12. Program 12 : Research & Development (R&D) Assistance Grant- Administered by 

Ministry of Science & Technology (MOST) and its Local & Municipal Government. 

The Grant is limited to enterprises that undertake science and technology research and 

are selected by the local authorities. Revenue conferred 

 

13. Program 13 : Subsidies for Companies Located in the Hefei Economic and 

Technology Development Zone-Administered by Hefei government. Provided funds to 

support innovation and technology upgrades and matching funds for new upgrades, 
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exemptions from government fees, grants and rebates, loan interest deductions and 

preferential VAT and income tax treatment for exports. Revenue Conferred. 

 

14. Program 14 : Anhui Province Subsidies for Foreign-Invested Enterprises-

Administrated by Anhui Province State Authority of Govt. of China PR.FIEs which are 

located in Anhui are eligible and limited to certain enterprise from certain exemptions 

and deductions of VAT .Revenue forgone.  

15. Program 15 : Hefei Municipal Export Promotion Policies- Administered by 

Municipality of Hefei State Authority of Govt. of China PR. A grant equal to 1% or 

1.5% of a company's trade value is awarded by the municipality of Hefei, if the 

company exports and imports above a certain amount.  Tyre industries are eligible and 

regional specific. Revenue conferred 

 

16. Program 16 : Subsidies for Companies Located in the Kunshan Economic and 

Technological Development Zone – Administered by GOC.Various benefits like 

exemption local income tax, exemption by half in income tax for export oriented 

enterprises, reduced income tax rates are available to FIEs located in the Kunshan 

Economic and Technological Development Zone .Regional specific. Revenue forgone. 

 

17. Program 17 : Weihai Municipality Subsidies for the Automobile and Tyre  

Industries – Administered by Muncipal Authority of Weihai. Provides funds for 

expansion of project in form of credit support, exemption of tax for encouraging 

companies to take advantage of preferential policy located in Weihai 

Muncipality.Revenue Conferred. 

 

18. Program 18: Subsidies for Companies Located in the Rongcheng Economic 

Development Zone – Administered by Rongcheng Municipal Government. Provides 

funds for providing support to CCT company situated in Rongcheng EDZ.Revenue 

Conferred. 

 

19. Program 19: Export Interest Subsidy Funds for Enterprises Located in Guangdong 

and Zhejiang Provinces- Administered by Regional Authority of Govt. of China PR 

.Scheme provides funds for exporters which are located in Guangdong Province & 

Zhejiang Province. Exporters are eligible for the said benefit. Revenue Conferred 

 

20. Program 20: Funds for “Outward Expansion” of Industries in Guangdong 

Province- Administered by Municipal Corporation of Guangdong. Funds provides 

payment to enterprises for international market exploration, export credit insurance 

assistance, the development of trade through science and technology, export product 

research and development, support for defense expenses in antidumping duty cases, loan 
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interest grants for various export-related loans and development of outward-looking 

enterprises. The said program is limited to enterprises which work towards the outward 

expansion of the industry and are located in Guandong province. Revenue conferred 

 

21. Program 21 : Direct Government Grants to Aeolus-Administered by GOC. Various 

grants for export promotion are provided by GOC to tyre industries. Revenue Conferred 

 

22. Program 22 :- Direct Government Grants to Double Coin - Administered by GOC. 

Various grants were mentioned in the annual report s such innovation and industry 

upgrading special guiding funds for export promotion are provided by GOC to tyre 

industries. Revenue Conferred 

 

23. Program 23 : Direct Government Grants to GITI- Administered by GOC. Various 

grants were mentioned in the annual report s such innovation and industry upgrading 

special guiding funds for export promotion are provided by GOC to tyre industries. 

Revenue Conferred 

 

24. Program 24 : Direct Government Grants to Guizhou Tyre- Administered by GOC. 

Various grants were mentioned in the annual report s such innovation and industry 

upgrading special guiding funds for export promotion are provided by GOC to tyre 

industries. Revenue Conferred 

 

25. Program 25 : Direct Government Grants to Qingdao Double Star- Administered by 

GOC. Various grants were mentioned in the annual report s such innovation and 

industry upgrading special guiding funds for export promotion are provided by GOC to 

tyre industries. Revenue Conferred 

 

26. Program 26  : Direct Government Grants to Sailun Group- Administered by GOC. 

Various grants were mentioned in the annual report s such innovation and industry 

upgrading special guiding funds for export promotion are provided by GOC to tyre 

industries. Revenue Conferred 

 

27. Program 27: Tax Policies for the deduction of research and development (R&D) 

expenses- Administered by Local Science and Technology Bureau. Companies which 

introduce new technologies, products or techniques in their production can decrease 

corporate income tax by 50% of the actual expenses for approved projects. R&D 

projects of the companies of New and High Tech Sectors Receiving Primary Support 

from the State and projects listed in the Guide to Key Fields of High Tech 

Industrialization under the current Development Priority promulgated by the NDRC are 

eligible for this scheme. Revenue forgone 
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28. Program 28 - Preferential Tax Policies for the Research and Development of FIEs- 

Administered by Ministry of Science and Technology, NDRC and Local Science and 

Technology Bureau of GOC. It confers a benefit of up to 50% reduction in corporate 

income. The said companies should carry out R&D projects, and should be receiving 

primary support from the State and their project must be listed in the guide of high tech 

industrialization to be eligible. Revenue forgone. 

 

29. Program 29: Tax Offsets for Research and Development by FIEs- Administered by 

Science & Technology (MOST), SAT and its local tax bureaus and local Science and 

Technology Bureau. Encourage enterprises to undertake R&D activities and that prior to 

the release of the Enterprise R&D was only available to FIEs.Benefit tax savings –

Revenue forgoing 

 

30. Program 30: Income tax credit for the purchase of domestically Produced & 

manufactured production equipment - Administered by the bureaus of state taxation 

and the bureaus of local taxation of all provinces, autonomous regions and 

municipalities directly under the Central Government and cities under state planning. A 

tax credit of up to 40% of the purchase price of domestic equipment may apply to the 

incremental increase in tax liability from previous year which accrues even if this 

program is terminated in between. Any FIE purchasing equipment which falls under the 

Encouraged Category and Restricted B Category listed in the Directive Category of the 

Industries of Enterprises with Foreign Investment or for improvements in various 

manners is eligible. Revenue forgone 

 

31. Program 31: Preferential tax policies/ Income Tax Reductions for companies that 

are recognized as high and new technology companies- - Administered by the 

Provincial branch of the Ministry of Science and Technology. Enterprises applying for a 

certificate of high and new technology enterprise are eligible for a benefit of a reduced 

income tax rate of 15% as compared to 25%. Revenue forgone. 

 

32. Program 32 : Income Tax Concessions for the Enterprises engaged in 

comprehensive resource utilization ( special raw materials ) – administered by 

Ministry of Finance (MOF), State Administration of Taxation (SAT), Ministry of 

Commerce (MOFCOM) and its local Branch Offices or Bureaus . This program allows 

companies that use materials and manufactures products listed in the catalogue of 

income tax concessions for enterprises engaged in comprehensive resource utilization 

for a 10% exemption on income tax for 5 years .  

 

33. Program 33: Tax credit concerning the purchase of special equipment- is 

administered by Ministry of Finance (MOF), State Administration of Taxation (SAT), 

Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) and its local Branch Offices or Bureaus. An offset 

of 10% on purchase cost of special equipment used for environmental protection, energy 

and water saving and production safety, which is the eligibility criteria, against the 
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corporate income tax payable in the year of purchase which can be carried forward for 5 

years. Revenue forgone. 

 

34. Program 34: Income Tax credits for domestically owned Companies Purchasing 

Chinese made Equipment- Administered by Government of People’s Republic of 

China. Domestic enterprises, such as FIEs and foreign owned enterprises, that upgrade 

manufacturing operations with Chinese-made equipment, are eligible will have 40% of 

cost of equipment deducted from next year’s income tax obligation. If income tax due is 

less than tax due, the remainder will be deducted in subsequent years, for a period upto 5 

years. Revenue forgone. 

 

35. Program 35: Tariff and VAT exemptions for imported Technologies and 

equipment- Administered by Ministry of Finance, State Administration of Taxation, 

and Ministry of Commerce. The enterprise must be an FIE which falls in the 

‘encouraged’ or ‘restricted’ categories in the Catalogue of Industries for Guiding 

Foreign Investment (2004) or the Catalogue of Industries for Guiding Foreign 

Investment (2007) to be eligible. They are exempted from tariff and import VAT for 

equipment. Revenue forgone. 

 

36. Program 36: VAT Refunds for domestic Firms on Purchases of Chinese made 

Equipment- Administered by Government of People’s Republic of China. VAT is 

refunded on purchase of domestic equipment for the enterprise. FIEs and foreign 

enterprises purchasing domestic equipment are eligible. Revenue forgone 

 

37. Program 37: VAT Exemptions and Deductions for Central Regions- Administered 

by MOF and SAT. VAT taxpayers located in 26 cities of the old industrial bases of the 

central region, which is the eligibility criteria, that make investments in certain fixed 

assets can deduct the amount of VAT paid on the fixed assets from its total VAT 

payable. Revenue forgone 

 

38. Program 38: Reduced Tax Rate for Productive FIEs Scheduled to operate for a 

Period not Less Than 10 Years- Administered by MOF, MOFCOM, SAT and its 

local tax bureaus. From the year an FIE makes profits, it enjoys full income tax 

exemption for first two years and 50% exemption in the next three years. To be eligible, 

the enterprise must be an FIE which is product oriented, with an anticipated operation of 

at least 10 years and that has had a financial year in which it made a profit. Revenue 

forgone. 

 

39. Program 39- Preferential Tax Policies for Foreign Invested Export Enterprises- 

Administered by Ministry of Finance (“MOF”), Sate Administration of Taxation 

(“SAT”) & MOFCOM. Export-oriented enterprises invested in and operated by foreign 

businesses for which in any year the output value of all export products amounts to 70% 

or more than for that particular year they  may pay one half or fifteen per cent that 

qualify under the above-mentioned conditions or shall pay enterprise income tax at the 
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tax rate of 10%. FIEs which are invested for the purpose of export –oriented are eligible. 

Revenue forgone 

 

40. Program 40- Preferential Tax Policies for FIEs which are Technology Intensive 

and Knowledge Intensive Administered by MOST and SAT. FIEs that qualify as 

technology-intensive or knowledge-intensive and have major products listed in the 

Catalogue of High and New Technology Products of China are eligible for the said 

program. Revenue forgone. 

 

41. Program 41- Preferential Tax Policies for FIEs and Foreign Enterprises Which 

Have Establishments or Places in China and are Engaged in Production or 

Business Operations Purchasing Domestically Produced Equipments- Administered 

by GOC & SAT. FIES can obtain tax credits of up to 40% of the purchase value of 

domestically produced equipment. It is available to FIES and foreign owned enterprises 

whose products are classified in either Encouraged or Restricted B categories of the 

Catalogue of Industrial Guidance for Foreign Investment. Revenue forgone. 

 

42. Program 42- Income Tax Refund for Re-investment of FIE Profits by Foreign 

Investors- Administered by GOC PR, SAT and Local Tax Bureaus. A benefit is 

conferred in the amount of tax refund to foreign investor, which is either 40% or 100%. 

Foreign investors are eligible for such benefits. Revenue Forgone. 

 

43. Program 43 - Income Tax Reduction for Advanced Technology FIEs- Administered 

by MOF, SAT and MOFCOM. FIEs of advanced technology may continue to enjoy 

50% income tax exemption after period of reduction and exemption has expired. FIEs 

engaged with advanced technology are eligible for this program. Revenue forgone 

 

44. Program 44: Preferential Tax Policies for Enterprises with Foreign Investment 

(FIEs) Established in Special Economic Zones (excluding Shanghai Pudong Area)- 
Administered by MOF, SAT and MOFCOM.  The foreign invested productive 

enterprises established in Pudong area (Shanghai) and the foreign-invested enterprises 

are subject to income tax at the reduced rate of 15 percent. Company’s registered as high 

tech companies after 1st January 2008 are exempted from tax on profits for the first two 

years after they commence functioning and a reduced rate in the third to fifth year. FIEs 

located in economic and technological development zones (ETDZs) or the Coastal 

Economic Open Areas are eligible for the subsidy. Revenue forgone 

 

45. Program 45: Preferential Tax Policies for FIEs Established in the Coastal 

Economic Open Areas and in the Economic and Technological   Development 

Zones- - Administered by MOF, SAT and MOFCOM. FIEs located in economic and 

technological development zones (ETDZs) or Coastal Economic Open Areas are eligible 

to a reduced income tax rate of 15% or 24% based on location. Revenue forgone. 

 

46. Program 46: Local Income Tax Exemption and/or Reduction in SEZs and Other 

Designated Areas- Administered by MOF, SAT, MOFCOM.. Both domestic 

enterprises and FIEs are eligible to income tax at lower rates of 15% or 24% or an 
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exemption of 3% under “Regulations on Special Economic Zones in Guangdong 

Province” and the “Provisions of the State Council Concerning the Encouragement of 

Investment in Developing Hainan Island . Revenue forgone 

 

47. Program 47: Corporate Income Tax Exemption and/or Reduction in SEZs and 

Other Designated Areas-Administered by MOF, SAT, MOFCOM. FIEs that were 

established in SEZ, has setup and establishment and places of business ,engaged in 

production and business operations  are subjected to 15% tax rebate. 

 

48. Program 48: Tariff and Value-added Tax (VAT) Exemptions on Imported 

Materials and Equipment in SEZs and Other Designated Areas- Administered by 

Ministry of Finance, State Administration of Taxation, and Ministry of Commerce. The 

enterprise must be an FIE which falls in the ‘encouraged’ or ‘restricted’ categories in the 

Catalogue of Industries for Guiding Foreign Investment (2004) or the Catalogue of 

Industries for Guiding Foreign Investment (2007) to be eligible. They are exempted 

from tarrif and import VAT for equipment. Revenue forgone. 

 

49. Program 49: Preferential income tax policy for the enterprises in the Northeast 

region- Administered by GOC, MOF & SAT. Enterprises located in the Northeast 

region are eligible. They enjoy a preferential income tax policy. Revenue forgone. 

 

50. Program 50: Tax concessions for Central and Western Regions- Administered by 

GOC at Provincial Level. It confers a preferential income tax rate of 15% over the 

normal 25% to companies in the Central and Western regions. Revenue forgone. 

 

51. Program 51: Government Policy Lending- Administered by GOC. Under this 

program the steel producers benefit from low (subsidized) interest rates from state-

owned commercial banks and government banks in accordance with the GOC policy to 

support and develop the expansion of the Chinese steel industry under the five year 

plans. Policy loans to Chinese producers of steel limited only to industries producing 

steel. Revenue Conferred. 

52. Program 52: Preferential Loans to SOE- (State Owned Enterprise)- Administered 

by GOC, State-Owned Banks. The SOEs receive preferential loans through state-owned 

commercial or policy banks. These loans only offered to SOEs. Revenue conferred. 

 

53. Program 53: Discounted Loans for Export-Oriented Enterprises and Export Loan 

Interest Subsidies- Administered by GOC’s policy banks and nominally state-owned 

commercial banks (“SOCBs”). SOCBs provide preferential loans to exporters, including 

exporters of the steel industry. Only the exporters of steel enterprises are eligible. 

Benefits conferred. 

 

54. Program 54- Preferential loans and interest rates to the Tyre Industry-The tyre 

producers benefited from low (subsidised) interest rates from state-owned commercial 

banks and government banks in accordance with the GOC policy to support and develop 

the expansion of the Chinese tyre industry under the five year plans 
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55. Program 55: Export Seller's Credit- Administered by GOC PR & Government Banks. 

They are provided to Chinese domestic companies for export of certain products. They 

are contingent on export performance of any enterprise. Revenue conferred. 

 

56. Program 56: Export Buyer's Credit- Administered by GOC PR & Government Banks. 

It is provided to purchasers of Chinese exports for the procurement of goods from 

China. Revenue conferred. 

 

57. Program 57: Other Export Financing from State-Owned Banks- Administered by 

GOC PR & Government Banks. It’s provided to purchasers of Chinese exports for the 

procurement of goods from China. Revenue conferred 

 

58. Program 58: Export Credit Insurance Subsidies- Administered by Government of 

China, Sinosure (a state-funded policy-oriented insurance company. The GOC's for 

“Strategy of Promoting Trade through Science and Technology by Utilizing Export 

Credit Insurance” directed the China Export & Credit Insurance Corporation, or 

Sinosure, to increase its support of export of products listed in the Catalogue of Chinese 

High-Tech Products for Export.Export specific.Revenue Conferred. 

 

 

59. Program 59: Export Credit Guarantees-Administered by Government of China, 

China ExIm Bank and Sinosure. China ExIm Bank and Sinosure provide export credit 

guarantees and the export business must be supported by governmental policies to 

qualify for guarantees. Export credit guarantees permit banks to lower the rates charged 

for export financing. The GOC's Catalogue of Chinese High-Technology Products for 

Export, listing tyres of rubber of a kind used on motor cars as well as station wagons and 

racing cars Chinese High-Technology Products for Export. Export Specific. Revenue 

conferred. 

 

60. Program 60- Equity infusions- Administered by GOC PR. Funds were transferred 

directly by the government even though the transaction must have been carried out by 

GOC through public bodies. These subsidies were provided to a limited number of 

selected entities in which the government participated. Revenue foregone. 

 

61. Program 61 - Unpaid dividends- Administered by GOC, SASAC. The GOC is not 

collecting dividends that are normally paid to private investors on their shares. Entities 

directly holding the shares in the SOE are eligible for the said program. Revenue 

foregone 

 

62. Program 62- Dividend exemption between qualified resident enterprises- 

Administered by GOC. Preferential tax treatment is provided in form of tax reduction on 

certain dividends, bonus and other equity benefits to the enterprises. Chinese enterprises 

who are shareholders in other Chinese resident enterprises are eligible for the said 

benefit. Revenue foregone. 
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63. Program 63: Provision of Electricity for Less Than Adequate Remuneration- 
Administered by GOC and NDRC. Enterprises which  are located in SOE’s and certain 

localities offers preferential electricity rates to companies located within their 

jurisdictions are eligible for the lower rate to  limited de jure only to 

companies/enterprises falling into those categories are eligible for the said benefit. 

Revenue conferred. 

 

64. Program 64: Provision of Water for Less Than Adequate Remuneration- 

Administered by Ministry of Water Resources, Ministry of Environment and local 

governments. Companies located within their jurisdictions are eligible for the 

preferential water rates for export-oriented and technologically advanced FIEs, and 

exempted from the said fee. Revenue forgone. 

 

65. Program 65: Land Use Rights in Industrial and Other Special Economic Zone - 
The land-use right provisions in China are dealt with Land Administration Law of the 

People's Republic of China and Real Right Law of the People's Republic of China.SOEs 

and high and new technology enterprises are eligible. Revenue Conferred 

 

66. Program 66: Land Use rights for SOEs-- Administered by GOC at National, 

Provincial, and Local Government levels. Certain high-tech enterprises are eligible for 

discounted land provided by the local governments as per the industrial policies set by 

the state. Revenue forgone. 

 

67. Program 67- Land Use rights for FIEs- Administered by GOC & local authorities. 

China has a policy of providing land-use rights to certain foreign-invested enterprises 

("FIEs") on a preferential basis in addition to SOEs. Enterprises with foreign investment 

could qualify either as a export enterprise or a technologically advanced enterprise can 

avail the benefit on the land-use fees, and local governments are authorized for such 

payment for limited periods of time to certain eligible enterprises 

 

68. Program 68: Provision of Carbon Black for Less Than Adequate Remuneration- 

Administered by GOC & SOEs. Carbon black is a petrochemical that is primarily used 

as a reinforcing agent in the production of tyres. About 90% of all carbon black 

consumed in China is used in the production of rubber products, and 67.5% of that 

rubber is consumed in the production of tyres. As a result, economic activity in the tyre 

industry directly affects the carbon black industry and vice versa. GOC, through its 

SOEs, provide carbon black for less than adequate remuneration to Tyre producers. 

Revenue conferred. 

 

69. Program 69: Provision of Nylon Cord for Less Than Adequate Remuneration- 

Administered by GOC & SOEs. Nylon cord form is the “skeleton” of the Tyre and thus 

Tyre industry is a major consumer of nylon cord. As per Catalogue for guidance of 

Foreign Investment Industries of China it appears to be identified as encouraged sector 

and receive numerous benefits that include preferential treatment with regards to public 

financing, taxes, credit, land use, etc. Revenue conferred. 
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70. Program 70: Provision of Synthetic Rubber and Butadiene for Less Than Adequate 

Remuneration-Administered by GOC and Government banks. The GOC and municipal 

governments in its industrial planning documents has notified both the production of 

synthetic rubber and butadiene, as "encouraged". GOC provides various benefits to 

encourage production of synthetic rubber, including its SOEs. Revenue conferred.  

 

71. Program 71 - Provision of Natural Rubber for Less than Adequate Remuneration-

Administrated by GOC, NDRC, SDPC (state Development Planning Commission ) To 

assist tyre producers in China PR to be more competitive by increasing inputs with that 

of rising prices of rubber in domestic market. Revenue conferred 

 

72. Program 72 - Purchase of Goods by the Government for higher than adequate 

Remuneration- Administered by GOC PR through SOE. Enterprises eligible for the 

benefit under this scheme are selected by authority upon its discretion. Revenue 

conferred. 
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SECTION –III 

STANDARD QUESTIONS ANNEXURE 

 

Please answer the following questions for each program identified by the applicant and each 

program known to you. 

 

1. Name and address of the agency (e.g., a federal, provincial, or other government 

agency, or any other institution) responsible for administering of the program. 

 

2. Describe in detail the criteria governing the eligibility and receipt of benefit under this 

program and also provide a copy of applicable law and regulation of your Government. 

 

3. Please identify the activity (ies) supported by the program. Provide a copy of the 

relevant document. 

 

4. Specify the eligibility criteria your enterprise had to meet in order to receive benefits 

under this program. Is eligibility for, or actual use of this program contingent, whether 

solely or as one of several other conditions, upon the following: 

a. export performance ; 

b. use of domestic over imported goods; 

c. located within designated regions; 

d. specific to any enterprise or group of enterprises, or to any industry or group 

of industries 

e. Any other criteria. If so, please specify in detail. 

5. What are the criteria for the quantum of assistance under the program? Specify the 

criteria your enterprise met to receive the particular amount of assistance provided. 

 

6. What records does your enterprise keep regarding each of the benefits received under 

this program? Provide your enterprise's executed application forms and other 

application documents with respect to this program. 

 

7. If, in the approval documents (e.g., loan contract, grant authorization) the activity to be 

supported by the funding was specified, please identify the activity and provide 

supporting documentation. 

 

8. Whether the program provides a recurring benefit or one-time benefit. 

 

9. For how much period your enterprise can receive benefits under this program. 
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10. Has the program been terminated? If so, please explain. When is the last date that your 

enterprise could receive benefits under the program? 

11. Describe the accounting treatment given to the benefits received under this program in 

your financial book of accounts. (Specify the ledgers or journals and financial 

statements). 
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AVERAGE USEFUL LIFE ANNEXURE 

 

Please provide the following:  

 

 

A. Explain your enterprise’s accounting policies concerning depreciation of productive 

assets. 

 

B. State whether straight-line or accelerated depreciation is used, and what conventions 

are applied. 

 

C. What is the average useful life of assets considered relevant by you for the present 

purpose and give justification in support of your claim. Please substantiate your claim 

in this regard. 
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ALLOCATION ANNEXURE 

 

1. Please state whether benefits received under this program are recurring or nonrecurring. 

 

2. Does your enterprise receive benefits under this program on an ongoing basis from year 

to year, or is the one-time program exceptional in the sense that it provides assistance? 

  

3. Do you file a separate application each time you receive benefits under this program? 

 

4. Has each benefit received been contingent upon express government authorization or 

approval? Please explain. 

 

5. Are subsidies under this program provided for or tied to the capital structure or capital 

assets of your enterprise? 

 

6. Please provide the following information in chart form. If the grant program is jointly 

administered by national, regional, and/or local governments, provide the portion of 

each grant attributable to national, regional, and/or local sources. For nonrecurring 

grants, please provide this information for grants that your enterprise received in the 

POI and in each year of the average useful life. . For recurring grants, provide this 

information only for grants received in the POI. 

 

1. The amount of the grant authorized by the government. 

2. The amount actually received by your enterprise. State whether the grant was 

received in a lump sum or in multiple disbursements. 

3. The date of government approval. 

4. The date(s) your enterprise received the grant. 
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LOAN BENCHMARK AND LOAN GUARANTEE ANNEXURE 

 

The following information should be given for loans provided under the program in question. 

For short-term loans (one year or less) or guarantees or insurance on short-term loans, 

information must be provided for all loans on which interest was paid, accrued, and/or waived 

during the POI. Please indicate if any short-term loan program was a line of credit. For long-term 

loans (greater than one year) or guarantees on long-term loans, information must be provided for 

all loans with principal or interest outstanding during the POI or for any such loans forgiven or 

assumed. This information must be provided in chart form, separately for each short-term loan 

and each long-term loan. 

 

 

Loan Information required 

 

A. Information on the loan: 

 

(i)  loan control number; 

(ii)  source of loan; 

(iii) program under which loan is provided; 

(iv)  original amount of loan and any required collateral; 

(v)  date of loan agreement; 

(vi)  date of loan receipt; 

(vii) Length of loan 

(viii) effective interest rate of loan (specify if fixed or variable) 

(ix)  a description of the repayment schedule (principal and interest) and any special 

 features associated with the loan such as grace periods, forgiveness of payments, 

 opportunities for re-discounting, rollovers or debt retirement, repayment 

contingent  upon subsequent events; also, if the repayment schedule has not been met, 

please  provide the actual repayment schedule; 

 

B. if the program provides short-term loans or long-term loans with an initial indefinite 

repayment schedule, please provide the actual repayment schedule (principal and interest); 

 

C. amount of any fees, commissions, compensating balances, taxes or penalties paid in addition 

to interest, which affect the cost of the loan (indicate whether paid or provided); specify what 

type of charges were included in this column; 

 

D. any adjustments made in the loan balance or interest payment to take account of inflation; 
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E. if principal or interest on any loan provided under this program was forgiven or assumed 

during the POI or over a prior period corresponding to the enterprise’s AUL, please provide 

the dates and amounts of each forgiveness or assumption. 

 

F. Please provide details of all loans taken in the past five years, including the amount of the 

loan, repayment schedule, rate of interest charged and other terms and condition of the loan. 

 

Long-Term Benchmark 

 

If any of the loans identified above are long-term loans, please provide the information requested 

in above, for any other long-term commercial debt incurred contemporaneously and comparable 

to the loan(s) in question. This information may be used for purposes of a benchmark interest 

rate. Please note that the benchmark loans should be denominated in the same currency as the 

corresponding loan above.  

 

Short-Term Benchmark 

 

If any of the loans identified above are short-term loans, please provide the information 

requested above for any other commercial short-term debt incurred during the POI and 

comparable to the loan(s) in question. Please provide your enterprise-specific interest rate for 

these short-term commercial loans by weighing the rates by the principal amount of each loan. 

Please provide the calculation worksheets showing how your enterprise derived the weighted-

average rate.  

 

If you had short-term interest loans granted prior to the POI where interest was paid during the 

POI, you must provide the above information for the year during which the loans were received. 

 

Loan Guarantees 

 

Please provide the information requested above for the loans guaranteed or insured under this 

program. If the guaranteed loan is a long-term loan, please provide the benchmark information 

requested under the "Long-Term Benchmark" section and the following: 

 

(a)  source of the loan guarantee and the program under which it is provided; 

(b)  terms of guarantee including any fee paid; 

(c)  the effect that the guarantee had on the terms (e.g., interest rate, length, 

(d)  collateral) of the loan. For example, if there were similar commercial loans in 

(e)  the same year without guarantees, please provide the terms of those loans. 
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(f)  in the case of government ownership, provide any evidence that it is normal 

 commercial practice for shareholders in the country in question to provide similar 

 loan guarantees. 

(g) Rate of interest applicable on the loan without the guarantee. 
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TAX PROGRAMS ANNEXURE 

(This Annexure must be filled separately for each tax program) 

 

 

If your enterprise used this program to take deductions from taxable income, receive credit 

toward taxes payable, take exemptions from taxes owed, defer payment of taxes owed, and carry 

forward losses, use accelerated depreciation, or use other tax benefits on the tax return filed for 

any part of the period relevant to the POI, please answer the following questions: 

 

 

(a) Please provide a copy of the tax return filed by your enterprise for the period relevant 

to any part of the POI. Indicate where in the tax return the assistance is shown. is in 

the form of a deduction from taxable income, an exemption from taxes, a credit t  

 

(b) Explain whether the concession is in the form of a deduction from taxable income, an 

exemption from taxes, a credit toward taxes payable, accelerated depreciation, a 

deferral of taxes owed, a loss carry-forward, or other tax benefit. If it is in the form of 

other tax benefit, please specify the nature of the tax benefit. 

 

(c) Please indicate whether the tax concession is linked directly or indirectly to acquisition 

of fixed assets or capital goods. 

 

(d) Indicate the amount of the tax savings derived from the use of this program by 

comparing the taxes your enterprise actually paid and the taxes you would have paid 

absent the program. Provide a detailed calculation of the assistance and all source 

materials. Show the amount of tax that would have been due absent this program. 

Show the amount of profit or loss that your enterprise would have incurred absent this 

program. For tax deferrals, please indicate the amount of tax owed and the length of 

the deferral period. 

 

(e) If your enterprise was in a tax loss position for the tax year to which the return applies, 

please explain the effect of this assistance on your enterprise's tax position. 

 

(f) Will you carry forward any loss to future years? Does the loss represent accrued losses 

from earlier years? Please explain. 

 

(g) Indicate where in your enterprise's financial statements tax information can be found. 

Please explain whether accrued tax losses are carried as assets in the financial 

statements. 

 

(h) If you carried forward a loss from prior years and used that loss to offset taxes due on 

the tax return filed during the POI, demonstrate that this loss was not generated by use 

of any countervailable tax program. 

 

(i) A tax deferral of one year or less will be treated as a short-term loan and a tax deferral 

of more than one year will be treated as a long-term loan. Therefore, if the program 
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involves a deferral of taxes owed, please provide the following information needed to 

establish a comparison interest rate: 

 

(j) Please provide the length of the deferral. 

 

(k)  Please indicate whether your enterprise paid any interest on the amount deferred. If 

so, provide the amount of interest paid, the interest rate, and the date on which the 

interest was paid. 

 

(l) If the length of the tax deferral is one year or less, please answer relevant questions in 

the Loan Annexure for all commercial short-term loans obtained by your enterprise. 

Include only short-term loans that were outstanding in the POI. 

 

(m) If the length of the tax deferral is more than one year, please answer relevant questions 

in the Loan annexure for all commercial long-term loans obtained by your enterprise 

that were outstanding in the POI. Include only long-term loans whose terms were 

established in the same year that the multi-year tax deferral was first approved. If you 

have already provided this information in another part of this questionnaire, please so 

indicate. 

 

(n) If the tax concession is in respect of inputs consumed in the production of the exported 

product, please provide the following details: 

 

(i)  Total value and volume of production of the exported product during the 

POI 

(ii)  Total volume and value of each input consumed in the production process 

of  the exported product 

(iii) Rate and value of tax concession on each of the inputs consumed in the 

 production process of the exported product 

(iv)  Volume of the input consumed for which tax concession is claimed 
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EQUITY ANNEXURE 

 

In case your Government, or anybody owned or controlled by the Government, directly or 

indirectly made equity investments into your enterprise, please provide the following 

information: 

 

General Information 

 

 

Please provide this information for each of the government equity infusions into your enterprise. 

 

 

a. The amount of the government's investment, i.e., the amount of the capital infusion; 

 

b. The date of the equity investment; 

 

c. The number of shares received by the government and a description of the shares (e.g., 

common stock, preferred stock), including an explanation of any restrictions or special 

conditions, particularly relating to dividends, voting rights, restrictions on sale, and 

liquidation rights; 

 

d. The price per share paid by the government for the shares; and 

 

e. The enterprise's cost of long-term debt incurred in the year of the equity investment, and 

an explanation of how this rate was calculated. Indicate whether this calculation includes 

loans received under any of the programs being reviewed; if so, list all the details of the 

loans used in the calculation. 

 

f. A description of these shares (e.g., common stock, preferred stock), including an 

explanation of any restrictions or special conditions particularly relating to dividends, 

voting rights, restrictions on sale, and liquidation rights; 

 

g. A detailed explanation of how the rights and preferences conferred by the shares 

purchased by the private investors differ from the rights and preferences of the shares 

held by the government and how these differences specifically impact upon the value of 

the stock; and 

 

h. A description of the circumstances (e.g., any implicit or explicit agreements) behind these 

private equity purchases, including the role played by the government, or entities 

controlled or owned by the government, as facilitator or negotiator in the process of the 

sale of shares. Agreements, correspondence exchanged, or other information related to 

these purchases should also be provided. 

 

i. Any accounting principle used by your enterprise which deviated from Generally 

Accepted Accounting Principles in your country; 
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j. Any accounting principle in your country which may not be in accordance with 

internationally accepted principles; 

 

k. Major and/or unusual gains and/or losses; 

 

l. Adjustments made by your enterprise because of a change in or application of an 

accounting principle; 

 

m. Any item which was not reported as part of the calculation of net income, but was 

reflected on the income statement below the net income or on the balance sheet as part of 

the equity section. 
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PROVISION OF GOODS/SERVICES ANNEXURE 

 

Please provide the following information with respect to each of the goods/services alleged to be 

provided at less than adequate remuneration: 

 

(a)  Provide a general description of the goods/services provided by the government and of 

the process by which the goods/services are provided. 

 

(b) List all suppliers (domestic and foreign) from which you purchased the goods/services in 

question during the POI. Specify whether any of these suppliers are owned or controlled 

by the government of your country (or of the concerned Province). 

 

(c) Explain how the price of the goods/services is determined between your enterprise and 

each of your suppliers. 

 

(d) Provide a listing of all of your purchases of the goods/services during the POI. This list 

should include all purchases in which payment for the purchase was made or due during 

the POI. Specify the quantity of the purchase, the total amount of the purchase, the date 

of payment, the characteristics of the product purchased, the delivery terms, and the price 

per unit (specify unit, i.e., ton, etc.). Segregate the list according to the supplier. 

 

(e) Are there trade publications which specify the prices of the goods/services within your 

country and on the world market? Provide a list of these publications, along with sample 

pages from these publications listing the prices of the goods/services within your country 

and in world markets during the POI. 
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           FORMAT-A 

 

 

CERTIFICATE 

 

Having made due enquiry, I hereby certify that the information contained in this submission is 

true, complete and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief and on the basis of the record 

available and generally maintained by the enterprise and nothing material has been concealed or 

misrepresented. I am fully aware that in the event of any data/information/claim found to be 

contrary to the records maintained by the enterprise, the Designated Authority would have full 

discretion to reject the entire information and make appropriate assessment. 

 

 

 

Date_______________ 

         _______________________ 

           (Signature) 

 

 

 

         _______________________ 

           (Name/Title) 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: 

1) This page should be completed and appended at the beginning of your 

submission. 

 

2) The certificate should be signed by Chief Executive of the 

company/Director/Partner or the Proprietor of the firm/duly Authorised 

Representative of the company/firm filing response to this questionnaire. 
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FORMAT-B 

 

 

AUTHORISATION LETTER 

 

 

We hereby appoint the following person/firm/company in India to represent us in the anti-

subsidy & countervailing duty investigation being conducted by the Designated Authority: 

 

 

(Name, address, telephone, fax numbers and E-mail address of the person/firm who may 

represent you.) 

 

 

M/s.__________________________ (name) is authorized, inter alia, for the following: 

 

 

1. To receive communication from the Designated Authority. 

2. To make submissions on our behalf. 

3. To appear for and on our behalf. 

 

(Please strike off whichever activity is not to be authorized) 

 

 

Date____________ 

        __________________________ 

          (Signature) 

 

 

 

        __________________________ 

          (Name/Title) 

 

 

 

Note: 

1) This page should be completed and appended at the beginning of your 

submission. 

 

2) The certificate should be signed by Chief Executive of the 

company/Director/Partner or the Proprietor of the firm/duly Authorised 

Representative of the company/firm filing response to this questionnaire. 
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FORMAT- C 

 

Statement showing Installed/Rated Capacity, Production and Sales 

 

The statement is to be given in respect of product under consideration, all inputs produced and 

 used for the manufacture of product under consideration and all products wherein product under 

consideration has been consumed as an input by the company. Separate statement to be prepared 

for investigation period and last two financial years. 

 

1. Product Name 

2. Unit 

3. Capacity 

 Rated/Installed 

4. Opening Stock 

5. Production Volume 

6.  Production value 

7. Sales Volume 

 Domestic Market 

 Exports to India 

 Exports to other countries 

 Captive Transfer 

8. Sales Value 

 Domestic Market 

 Exports to India 

 Exports to other countries 

 Captive Transfer 

9. Closing Stock 

 

 

Note: Denote currency and the exchange rate to US $ applicable in the above calculations. 

 

.  
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FORMAT-D 

 

OPERATING STATISTICS 

 

 

This statement is to be given for Period of investigation (POI) and preceding four years. 

 

Please specify unit   

 Quantity  Value  

Total company Turnover 

(all products-all sales)>> 

  

Domestic market >>   

Indian >>   

other Countries >>   

Turnover of the sector 

Including the product 

concerned >> 

  

Domestic market >>   

Indian >>   

other Countries >>   

Total company Turnover of 

the Product concerned )>> 

  

Domestic market >>   

Indian >>   

other Countries>>   
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FORMAT-E 

 

 

INFORMATION RELATING TO EXPORTS TO INDIA 

 

Please provide transaction wise details of your exports to India, of the product under 

consideration during the period of investigation in a table containing following columns: 

 

1. Serial No. 

2. Your Product code 

3. Invoice No. 

4. Date 

5. Customer Name 

6. Whether Affiliated/Related 

7. Details about affiliation/Relation 

8. Quantity 

9. Unit 

10. Gross Invoice Value ** 

11. Discounts 

12. Net Invoice Value 

13. Payment term 

14. Adjustments on account of Commission, Rebate, Freight, Inland 

15. Transportation, Overseas Transportation, Credit, others. (Indicate 

16. the values under these heads separately). 

  

** Indicate whether FOB, C&F, CIF or as the case may be. 

 


